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Multipurpose High-Tech Gun Oil
General introduction
BFG GUN OIL is a special blend of high-quality oils and other additives. It is designed for
lubrication and maintenance of metal parts of all kinds of weapons. GUNSHIELD™ BFG GUN OIL
has degreasing and cleaning properties, high capillarity and excellent penetrating capacity even in
small gaps such as tight sliding parts of the gun slide, trigger mechanisms etc. Disrupts and
dissolves rust. At the same time, creates an oil microfilm and a chemical anticorrosive layer which
has excellent long-term lubricating properties, reducing friction of individual parts to a minimum
level. The agent gets partially dry, increasing its viscosity after application, does not run off and
forms a thin protective film. No disruption of surface finish and plastic parts of weapons. No silicone
or Teflon.
Application methods
Multipurpose oil GUNSHIELD™ BFG GUN OIL may be applied by smearing, spraying, dipping,
with a wad etc. In most cases the agent may be freely combined with operating oils,
petrolatum and other preservatives.
Examples of use
Lubrication and protection of weapon systems, handguns, knives as well as tools, machinery
products etc. Cleaning and lubrication of sliding and rolling components including bearings.
Releasing stiff joints, especially threaded fasteners, and rust proofing. Wherever oils are used for
lubrication and corrosion protection.
Benefits
Several functions in one agent. High lubricity and cleaning capability integrated with protective efficacy
and corrosion disruption at very low consumption. Relatively long corrosion protection, wide limits of
miscibility with preservatives. Penetrates into otherwise inaccessible areas due to its capillarity. Once
partially dry, the agent stops running off and minimizes dirt trapping.
Package
Multipurpose oil GUNSHIELD™ BFG GUN OIL comes:
- in 200 l metal drums
- in 200 ml pressure spray cans
- in 50 ml PET bottles with a dropper for easier and quick application
- on customer request, in containers by mutual agreement, alternatively the products may
be delivered modified according to specifications.
Shelf life
Product shelf life is at least 24 months in its original container with temperatures ranging
between 5°C and 30°C with no direct sunlight. Please o bserve the guidelines for work with
extremely flammable substances in storage.
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